The structure of the monoid of autarkies for clause-sets is investigated (autarkies are generalizations of satisfying (truth) assignments).
Introduction
In this article we investigate certain possibilities for eliminating clauses (in a satis ability equivalent way) from a conjunctive normal form (or clause-set). 4 . We obtain a unique decomposition of a general clause-set into a plain and a satis able sub-clause-set.
5. We introduce the notion of a linear autarky, a special sort of autarkies ' for which there exists a weighting of variables such that for all clauses the sum of the weights of literals satis ed by ' is greater or equal than the sum of the weights of literals falsi ed by '
(the weight of a literal is the weight of the underlying variable).
6. Non-trivial linear autarkies can be searched for in polynomial time by Linear Programming.
7. In case of 1 c(F) n(F) there is always a non-trivial linear autarky. 8 . We investigate the structure of the monoid LAut(F ) of linear autarkies and the monoid LAut 0 (F ) of linearly autark subsets.
9. Reduction by applying linear autarkies gives a unique normal form N la (F ), computable in polynomial time.
10. As an application of this normal form we get: Any upper bound u(n) on the time complexity of SAT decision, depending on the number n of variables, yields an upper bound u(c) for SAT decision depending on the number c of clauses (when abstracting from polynomial factors).
11. We introduce the notion of a weakly plain clause-set: F 2 WPLAIN i N la (F ) = F, and the notion of a linearly satis able clause-set: F 2 LSAT i N la (F ) = > (> is the empty clause-set).
WPLAIN is a monoid containing PLAIN stable under the action of P(VA), while LSAT is a subclass of SAT . 12. WPLAIN and LSAT are polynomially decidable. For every clause-set there is a unique decomposition into a weakly plain and a linearly satis able sub-clause-set, computable in polynomial time.
13. For F 2 LSAT a linear autarky satisfying F can be computed in polynomial time.
LSAT is stable under renaming, creating sub-clause-sets and unit-clause-elimination, and contains all satis able 2-clause-sets, all Horn clause-sets without unit-clauses, and the class of \matched clause-sets" introduced in 4].
14. For F 2 WPLAIN and F 6 = > we have (F ) 1, and for F 0 F: (F 0 ) < (F ). A clause C is a nite and complement-free set of literals: C \ C = ;. A special clause is the empty clause ? := ;. A clause-set if a nite set of clauses, the set of all clause-sets is denoted by CLS. A special clause-set is the empty clause-set > := ;. For a clause-set F let c(F) := jFj be the number of clauses in F, and n(F) := jvar (F )j be the number of variables.
The algebraic structure on CLS we are considering here is just union: (CLS; ) is a commutative monoid (the neutral element being >) where each element is idempotent. And also the monoid (P(VA); ) is used, where P(VA) denotes the power-set of VA, the set of all subsets of VA.
Partial assignments
A partial assignment is a map ' : V ! f0; 1g with V VA. We use var (') := V . The set of all partial assignments is PASS. We restrict these notations to a set V VA of variables by PASS(V ) := f ' 2 PASS : var (') V g and TASS(V ) := f ' 2 PASS : var (') = V g.
For a literal l with l 2 var (') we de ne '(l) := '(l), where 0 = 1; 1 = 0. '(l) is unde ned i var (l) = 2 var ('). For a clause C such that there is a literal l 2 C with '(l) = 1 we de ne '(C) := 1, and if for each l 2 C we have '(l) = 0, then '(C) := 0; '(C) is unde ned else.
For a clause-set F let '(F) := 1 if for all C 2 F we have '(C) = 1, while '(F) := 0 if there is C 2 F with '(C) = 0; '(F) is unde ned else.
We have '(>) = 1 and '(F f?g) = 0 for any ' 2 PASS and F 2 CLS. 
Actions on CLS
The action of PASS on CLS, called \applying a partial assignment," is denoted by :
' F := C n f l 2 C : '(l) = 0 g : C 2 F^'(C) 6 = 1 for ' 2 PASS and F 2 CLS. In words: ' F emerges from F by eliminating all clauses from F satis ed by ', and deleting all literals from the remaining clauses falsi ed by '. We have '(F) = 1 , ' F = >, and '(F) = 0 , ? 2 ' F.
PASS acts as a monoid on the monoid CLS, that is, 
Note that USAT is stable under both actions.
Resolution
We de ne a law of composition on CLS not everywhere de ned, called the resolution operation, as follows (C 1 ; C 2 are arbitrary clauses): C 1 C 2 is de ned i there is a literal l with C 1 \ C 2 = flg, and in that case C 1 C 2 := (C 1 n flg) (C 2 n flg). l is called the resolution literal, and C 1 C 2 the resolvent of C 1 ; C 2 .
A note on \partial equation": The relation \t 1 = t 2 " for expressions possibly only partially de ned holds if either both t 1 and t 2 are unde ned, or both are de ned and equal.
A resolution tree T is a binary tree, where the nodes w are labeled by clauses C(w) such that for any inner node w and its direct successors w 1 and w 2 we have C(w) = C(w 1 ) C(w 2 ).
By pre(T ) 2 CLS we denote the set of premises of T, that is, the set of clauses labeling the leaves of T, and by con(T ) the conclusion of T, the clause labeling the root of T.
For F 2 CLS we denote by ResT(F ) the set of resolution trees T with pre(T ) F and con(T ) = ?. The results of this subsection shall help to structure the thinking about autarkies.
We start with a strengthening (and reformulation) of an observation made in 7]. 3. F is a monoid-morphism (unital homomorphism) of Aut(F ) onto Aut 0 (F ).
Proof: The proof of assertion 1 follows directly from the de nitions. For ' 1 ; ' 2 2 Aut(F ) we have
Since F is surjective by de nition and F (;) = > holds, assertions 2 and 3 follow. The notion of an autark assignment has been introduced by 6], in order to obtain improved upper bounds for k-SAT decision by exploiting the fact that for an autarky ' the clause-sets ' F and F are satis abilityequivalent.
Next we examine autarkies under crossing out variables. Lemma 3.4 Consider F 2 CLS and V 2 P(VA).
1. Aut(V F) is a sub-monoid of Aut(F ). Consider ' 2 Aut(V F):
The following lemmas investigate the relation between Aut(F 0 ) and Aut(F ) for sub-clause- By the following three lemmas we proof that the largest plain subset of any clause-set is the complement of the largest autark subset, and thus a clause-set is plain i it has no non-trivial autark subsets (that is, i it has no non-trivial autarky).
The next lemma has been motivated by Theorem 5. There must be C 0 2 pre(T 2 ) with l 2 C 0 . Since ' is an autarky we get '(C 0 ) = 1, and thus the induction hypothesis yields '(C 2 ) = 1, and '(C 0 ) = 1 follows.
For the opposite direction we need an auxiliary lemma on resolution trees.
Lemma 4.2 Let T be a resolution tree, and l 2 lit (pre(T )) n con(T ). Then there is a resolution tree T 0 with pre(T 0 ) pre(T ) and l 2 con(T 0 ) con(T ) flg. We conclude that for any F 2 CLS and any v 2 var ( (F )) there are resolution trees T 1 ; T 2 with pre(T i ) (F ) and con(T 1 ) = fvg, con(T 2 ) = fvg. Replacing all premises V C 2 pre(T ) for C 2 F 0 by the resolution proofs T C , we obtain T 0 2 ResT(F ) with pre(T 0 ) \ F 0 6 = ;, contradicting the de nition of (F ). We conclude this section by a unique decomposition of a clause-set into a plain and a satis able clause-set. Proof: Forx;ỹ 2 Q n and > 0 such that for all 1 i n withỹ i 6 = ; the inequality jỹ i j > jx i j holds, we have
Corollary 5.7 LAut 0 (F ) has a largest element for F 2 CLS: S LAut 0 (F ) 2 LAut 0 (F ).
Lemma 5.8 Consider F 2 CLS and V 2 P(VA).
1. LAut(V F) is a sub-monoid of Aut(F ). Finally let e; e 0 be as de ned in Lemma 3.7 (but with domains LAut(F 0 ) resp. LAut 0 (F 0 )). Corollary 5.14 For a clause-set F 2 CLS the normal form N la (F ) as well as a linear autarky ' 2 LAut(F ) with ' F = N la (F ) can be computed in polynomial time. N la (F ) is satis ability equivalent to F, and for N la (F ) 6 = > we have c(N la (F )) n(N la (F )) + 1. Proof: By the prior Theorem and Lemma 5.5.
Using the clause-variable-matrix M F , the computation of N la (F ) can be described as follows:
While there is a non-trivial linear combination (over Q) of the columns of M F (the vectors of variable occurrences in F) resulting in a vector all of whose components are non-negative, choose such a non-trivial linear combination and let J be the set of indices 1 j n where this linear combination has a non-zero coe cient. Eliminate all columns of M F with indices j 2 J, and eliminate all rows 1 i m of M F with a non-zero entry at position (i; j) for some j 2 J. Obtain M 0 and repeat this process with M 0 . Finally a matrix M is obtained, the clause-variable-matrix of N la (F ).
Lemma 5.15 For F 2 CLS we have 1. N la (F ) F, 2. N la (N la (F )) = N la (F ), 3 . F 0 F ) N la (F 0 ) N la (F ). Proof: Parts 1 and 2 are obvious from the de nitions. For part 3 use Lemma 5.9.
We wind up this subsection by an application on upper bounds for SAT decision.
Corollary 5.16 Consider a class C CLS of clause-sets stable under the application of autarkies (ful lled e.g., when for all F 2 C and F 0 F we have F 0 2 C).
For : C ! R 0 we call u : R 0 ! R 1 an \upper bound" for C w.r.t. , if there is a Turing machine M deciding SAT for C (using a standard coding) and a polynomial p 2 R x] such that for any input F 2 C the number t M (F ) of steps needed by M on F is bounded by 
